
The Last of the True Hackers

Around the time of Ken Williams’ housewarming party, twenty-
five years after the MIT Tech Model Railroad Club discovered the
TX-0, a man who called himself—the last true hacker sat in a
room on the ninth floor of Tech Square—a room cluttered with
printouts, manuals, a bedroll, and a blinking computer terminal
connected to a direct descendant of the PDP-6, a DEC-20 com-
puter. His name was Richard Stallman, and he spoke in a tense,
high-pitched voice that did not attempt to veil the emotion with
which he described, in his words, “the rape of the artificial intelli-
gence lab.” He was thirty years old. His pale complexion and
scraggly dark hair contrasted vividly with the intense lumines-
cence of his deep green eyes. The eyes moistened as he described
the decay of the Hacker Ethic at Tech Square.

Richard Stallman had come to MIT twelve years before, in 1971,
and had experienced the epiphany that others had enjoyed when
they discovered that pure hacker paradise, the Tech Square mon-
astery where one lived to hack, and hacked to live. Stallman had
been entranced with computers since high school. At camp one
summer, he had amused himself with computer manuals bor-
rowed from his counselors. In his native Manhattan, he found a
computing center to exercise his new passion. By the time he
entered Harvard he was an expert at assembly languages, operating
systems, and text editors. He had also found that he had a deep
affinity for the Hacker Ethic and was militant in his execution of its
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principles. It was a search for an atmosphere more compatible
with hacking that brought him from Harvard’s relatively authori-
tarian computing center, down Massachusetts Avenue, to MIT.

The thing he liked about the AI lab at Tech Square was that
“there were no artificial obstacles, things that are insisted upon
that make it hard for people to get any work done—things like
bureaucracy, security, refusals to share with other people.” He
also loved being with people for whom hacking was a way of life.
He recognized that his personality was unyielding to the give-and-
take of common human interaction. On the ninth floor he could
be appreciated for his hacking and be part of a community built
around that magical pursuit.

His wizardry soon became apparent, and Russ Noftsker, the
administrator of the AI lab who had taken the tough security mea-
sures during the Vietnam protests, hired Stallman as a systems
programmer. Richard was often in night phase, and when the
people in the lab discovered after the fact that he was simulta-
neously earning a magna cum laude degree in physics at Harvard,
even those master hackers were astonished.

As he sat at the feet of such as Richard Greenblatt and Bill
Gosper, whom he considered his mentor, Stallman’s view of the
Hacker Ethic solidified. He came to see the lab as the embodi-
ment of that philosophy; a constructive anarchism which, as
Stallman wrote into a computer file once, “does not mean advo-
cating a dog-eat-dog jungle. American society is already a dog-eat-
dog jungle, and its rules maintain it that way. We [hackers] wish to
replace those rules with a concern for constructive cooperation.”

Stallman, who liked to be called by his initials, RMS, in tribute to
the way he logged on to the computer, used the Hacker Ethic as a
guiding principle for his best-known work, an editing program
called EMACS which allowed users to limitlessly customize it—its
wide-open architecture encouraged people to add to it, improve it
endlessly. He distributed the program free to anyone who agreed
to his one condition: “that they give back all extensions they
made, so as to help EMACS improve. I called this arrangement
‘the EMACS commune,’’’ RMS wrote. “As I shared, it was their
duty to share; to work with each other rather than against.”
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EMACS became almost a standard text editor in university com-
puter science departments. It was a shining example of what
hacking could produce.

But as the seventies progressed, Richard Stallman began to see
changes in his beloved preserve. The first incursion was when
passwords were assigned to Officially Sanctioned Users, and
unauthorized users were kept off the system. As a true hacker,
RMS despised passwords and was proud of the fact that the com-
puters he was paid to maintain did not use them. But the MIT
computer science department (run by different people than the AI
lab) decided to install security on its machine.

Stallman campaigned to eliminate the practice. He encouraged
people to use the “Empty String” password—a carriage return
instead of a word. So when the machine asked for your password,
you would hit the RETURN key and be logged on. Stallman also
broke the computer’s encryption code and was able to get to the
protected file which held people’s passwords. He started sending
people messages which would appear on screen when they logged
onto the system:

I see you chose the password [such and such]. I suggest that you
switch to the password “carriage return.” It’s much easier to
type, and also it stands up to the principle that there should be
no passwords.

“Eventually I got to a point where a fifth of all the users on the
machine had the Empty String password,” RMS later boasted.

Then the computer science laboratory installed a more sophisti-
cated password system on its other computer. This one was not so
easy for Stallman to crack. But Stallman was able to study the
encryption program, and, as he later said, “I discovered that
changing one word in that program would cause it to print out
your password on the system console as part of the message that
you were logging in.” Since the “system console” was visible to
anyone walking by, and its messages could easily be accessed by
any terminal, or even printed out in hard copy, Stallman’s change
allowed any password to be routinely disseminated by anyone
who cared to know it. He thought the result “amusing.”
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Still, the password juggernaut rolled on. The outside world, with
its affection for security and bureaucracy, was closing in. The
security mania even infected the holy AI computer. The Depart-
ment of Defense was threatening to take the AI machine off the
ARPAnet network—to separate the MIT people from the highly
active electronic community of hackers, users, and plain old com-
puter scientists around the country—all because the AI lab stead-
fastly refused to limit access to its computers. DOD bureaucrats
were apoplectic: anyone could walk in off the street and use the AI
machine, and connect to other locations in the Defense Depart-
ment network! Stallman and others felt that was the way it should
be. But he came to understand that the number of people who
stood with him was dwindling. More and more of the hard-core
hackers were leaving MIT, and many of the hackers who had
formed the culture and given it a backbone by their behavior were
long gone.

What had happened to the hackers of yesteryear? Many had gone
to work for businesses, implicitly accepting the compromises that
such work entailed. Peter Samson, the TMRC hacker who was
among the first to discover the TX-0, was in San Francisco, still
with the Systems Concepts company cofounded by master phone
hacker Stew Nelson. Samson could explain what had happened:
“[Hacking] now competes for one’s attention with real responsi-
bilities—working for a living, marrying, having a child. What I
had then that I don’t have now is time, and a certain amount of
physical stamina.” It was a common conclusion, more or less
shared by people like Samson’s TMRC colleague Bob Saunders
(working for Hewlett-Packard, two children in high school),
David Silver (after growing up in the AI lab, he now headed a
small robotics firm in Cambridge), Slug Russell (the author of
Spacewar was programming for a firm outside of Boston and
playing with his Radio Shack home computer), and even Stew
Nelson, who despite remaining in Bachelor Mode complained that
in 1983 he wasn’t able to hack as much as he’d like. “It’s almost
all business these days, and we don’t have that much time for the
technical stuff we’d like to do,” said the man who over two
decades ago had instinctively used the PDP-1 to explore the uni-
verse that was the phone system.

There would never be another generation like them; Stallman real-
ized this every time he saw the behavior of the new “tourists”
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taking advantage of the freedom of the AI computer. They did not
seem as well intentioned or as eager to immerse themselves into
the culture as their predecessors. In previous times, people seemed
to recognize that the open system was an invitation to do good
work and improve yourself to the point where you might one day
be considered a real hacker. Now, some of these new users could
not handle the freedom to poke around a system with everyone’s
files open to them. “The outside world is pushing in,” Stallman
admitted. “More and more people come in having used other
computer systems. Elsewhere, it’s taken for granted that if any-
body else can modify your files, you’ll be unable to do anything,
you’ll be sabotaged every five minutes. Fewer and fewer people
are around who grew up here the old way, and know that it’s pos-
sible, and it’s a reasonable way to live.”

Stallman kept fighting, trying, he said, “to delay the fascist
advances with every method I could.” Though his official systems
programming duties were equally divided between the computer
science department and the AI lab, he went “on strike” against the
Lab for Computer Science because of their security policy. When
he came out with a new version of his EMACS editor, he refused
to let the computer science lab use it. He realized that in a sense he
was punishing users of that machine rather than the people who
made policy. “But what could I do?” he later said. “People who
used that machine went along with the policy. They weren’t
fighting. A lot of people were angry with me, saying I was trying
to hold them hostage or blackmail them, which in a sense I was. I
was engaging in violence against them because I thought they were
engaging in violence to everyone at large.”

Passwords were not the only problem Richard Stallman had to
face in what was becoming more and more a solitary defense of
the pure Hacker Ethic at MIT. Many of the new people around
the lab had learned computing on small machines and were untu-
tored in hacker principles. Like Third-Generation hackers, they
saw nothing wrong with the concept of ownership of programs.
These new people would write exciting new programs just as their
predecessors did, but something new would come along with
them—as the programs appeared on the screen, so would copy-
right notices. Copyright notices! To RMS, who still believed that
all information should flow freely, this was blasphemy. “I don’t
believe that software should be owned,” he said in 1983, years too
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late. “Because [the practice] sabotages humanity as a whole. It
prevents people from getting the maximum benefit out of the pro-
gram’s existence.”

It was this kind of commercialism, in Richard Stallman’s view,
that delivered the fatal blow to what was left of the idealistic com-
munity he had loved. It was a situation that embodied the evil,
and immersed the remaining hackers into bitter conflict. It all
began with Greenblatt’s LISP machine.

•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •

With the passing of years, Richard Greenblatt had remained per-
haps the prime link to the days of ninth-floor hacker glory. In his
mid-thirties now, the single-minded hacker of the Chess Machine
and MacLISP was moderating some of his more extreme personal
habits, grooming his short hair more often, varying his wardrobe
more, and even tentatively thinking about the opposite sex. But he
still could hack like a demon. And now he was beginning to see
the realization of a dream he had formed long ago—a total, all-
out hacker computer.

He had come to realize that the LISP language was extensible and
powerful enough to give people the control to build and explore
the kind of systems that could satisfy the hungriest hacker men-
tality. The problem was that no computer could easily handle the
considerable demands that LISP put on a machine. So in the early
seventies Greenblatt started to design a computer which would
run LISP faster and more efficiently than any machine had done
before. It would be a single-user machine—finally a solution to the
esthetic problem of time sharing, where the hacker is psychologi-
cally frustrated by a lack of ultimate control over the machine. By
running LISP, the language of artificial intelligence, the machine
would be a pioneering workhorse of the next generation of com-
puters, machines with the ability to learn; to carry on intelligent
dialogues with the user on everything from circuit design to
advanced mathematics.

So with a small grant, he and some other hackers—notably Tom
Knight, who had been instrumental in designing (and naming) the
Incompatible Time-sharing System—began work. It was slow


